


‘Warning: after reading the first few pages you’ll be hooked 

and won’t want to put it down. A raw, honest and transparent 

view into the highs and lows of business.’

—Robert Coorey MBA, Feed a Starving Crowd

I know a fair bit about business and business people. But Kevin 

Gammie has opened up a little part of my brain with this book 

that I never thought really applied to the business side of my 

life at all. Kevin explains the importance of the intersection of 

social and community awareness, and your own self-awareness 

as a business owner, so much better than anyone else I have 

heard speak about emotional intelligence. Great read.

—Nick Bowditch

This is a great book. I love the idea of it: breaking down the 

process into logical elements that are simple and easy to follow. 

We all go through stages where our mojo, our flow or whatever 

you want to call it evades us, and to have a practical process to 

bring us back online is something we all need.

—Andrew Griffith, The Big Book of Small Business
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To my parents, thanks so much for teaching me 

independence, and an appreciation that I am enough; 

for showing me that the ability to do whatever I 

set my heart on is within me; and for providing an 

upbringing that taught me I won’t always be right 

(far from it), but I can always bounce back.

Thank you, Frances and Allen Gammie.
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INTRODUCTION

1 I Lost My Mojo and 
the Rest is History

‘We live out the confusions until they become clear.’

— Anais Nin

These days, I’m lucky. I get to help hundreds of small-business 

owners every year become clear about their business 

ambitions, concentrate their focus, and build the confidence 

to grow their business in the way they imagined before they 

started, sometimes even exceeding this. The difference this 

makes to their lives, their businesses and their families is truly 

rewarding.

But it wasn’t always so.

It was mid 2012 and things had to change. The world had 

become a difference place since the global financial crisis 

(GFC); in particular, businesses operated differently. The 

challenge was that nobody had the handbook. All the advice 

seemed to be saying we had to strip out the costs, be leaner, 

be smarter and start looking at social media. What, combine 
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Facebook with business? Are you kidding me? At the time of 

the GFC, other forms of social media were not utilised as much 

as they are today. For instance, LinkedIn was still in its early 

phase, and who knew what to do with it anyway?

I was forty-five at the time, my recruitment business was 

thirteen years old and over the previous three years we had 

been struggling. Pre-GFC we’d done okay, even better than okay, 

although I knew that the business could have been stronger if 

I was a better leader ... but more of that later.

We had, at the height of the business, fifteen staff members, 

a 350-square-metre office in Queen Street Mall in the heart of 

Brisbane, and a multi-divisional service offering accounting, 

business support, and technical (engineering). Turnover was 

$3,500,000 per annum and life was exceptionally comfortable. 

I was aware that staff members weren’t performing as well as 

they could have, or maybe, I thought, we just had the wrong staff.

Then the GFC hit. At first we believed it to be a short-term 

issue; we were sure we would bounce back in a couple of 

months. We thought it was a case of hanging onto the good 

staff because if we didn’t we would have nobody to help us 

rebuild. Six months later, still with nine of the original fifteen 

staff, we were taking heavy losses each month and we realised 

there was no end in sight. There would be no magic economic 

bounce-back. Our losses were heavy, and our rent alone was 

costing us $16,500 per month.

In early 2010 we had sustained losses in excess of 

$250,000 for the previous financial year and again we were 

not looking like breaking even. We established a mud-map 
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plan and put in place all the changes we thought we needed. 

First, we bit the bullet and let go all the staff. My fellow 

director and I decided we would rebuild this business alone. 

Nobody wanted a 350-square-metre office on the mall at the 

time, not at our rent anyway. We cut costs to a minimum, took 

drastic salary cuts ourselves, and gradually worked our way 

out of the mess.

The real problem, although unknown to us at the time, was that 

we were just doing the same old thing and expecting a different 

result with less—actually, no—staff apart from ourselves.

At this stage I did not consider getting a coach. We’d tried 

that a few times in the past and never seemed to achieve the 

result we desired, which was more sales. All that happened was 

we felt good for a couple of days after each session.

Up to that point I hadn’t heard of the concept of creating 

the right business environment, or building a business based 

on culture. Creating a culture by design was so far from my 

understanding it wasn’t even funny. The way we saw it, we had 

a simple mission, and that was to stubbornly rebuild our way 

out of the current mess. We owed the government $250,000-

plus, the banks another $75,000, and I had around $60,000 

owing on personal credit cards. The pressure was high. (Did I 

mention the nearly $200,000 per annum in rent?)

One thing we did do right—although we didn’t realise it at 

the time—was establish some standards. They were basic, but 

they were standards. They were simple.

Our mission statement: ‘We’re not here to fuck spiders.’

Standards: ‘I’ve got your back.’
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That was the beginning of building our new business 

environment, our culture and the framework to get out of that 

mess. Sure, it was a complete moving-away strategy, and by 

that I mean that all we were doing was getting away from our 

current situation. 

It was the most basic survival standard we could think of. 

Those were dark days; stress was high and we worked our 

butts off.

Hitting rock bottom

Two and a half years later, in mid 2012, I’d had enough. I was 

still working with my fellow director and one junior staff 

member, and we’d managed to hold our heads above water. 

We were succeeding in our goal, which was not to go broke. 

Oh, and we’d become great at juggling our cash flow (and 

negotiating with the Australian Tax Office).

I was exhausted and felt like a complete failure. I began to 

consider the idea of consulting a former colleague (competitor, 

actually), who had gone into coaching twelve years earlier. 

Strangely enough, I bumped into him at around this time. It’s 

funny how these things happen sometimes. The old theosophical 

statement, which has often been ascribed to Buddha, says: ‘When 

the student is ready, the master will appear.’

In this case I’m not sure that Peter was the ‘master’ in the 

normal sense of the word, but he was exactly what I needed 

at that moment.
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It wasn’t the first time I’d considered a coach. We had 

engaged a business coach in the past with limited results. It was 

a frustrating and expensive experience. We agreed on a catch-

up to have a chat about organising some coaching. I didn’t 

realise it at the time, but I was undertaking an interview. When 

Peter asked me to sum up my situation I replied honestly: ‘I 

think the recruitment model is broken. I don’t have any answer 

for it. I believe my current partnership model is broken, and 

I have no answer for that either. And to be honest, I think I’m 

broken as well.’

He agreed to take me on. I was still a long way from finding 

out about NLP, meta-dynamics and the critical-alignment 

model, or the mojo circles of Your Business Mojo.

We patiently began working on fixing things, starting with 

me. I regained a sense of who I was. Through this I gained 

my first insight into a new awareness and realised that I had 

the option of actually leaving the business. This was after 

approximately three months of coaching.

For the first time since starting the business in 1999 I 

realised that the business and I were actually separable. I was 

not the business and the business was not me. I could actually 

leave.

But first, in order to get it in a saleable state, I agreed to 

do some work on the business with the coach. Together, my 

business partner, the coach and I all looked at what needed to 

be done. To get things moving, we focused on what we were 

currently doing and the things that needed to be done in the 

future. Sounds obvious, doesn’t it?
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As we worked through the to-do list, it seemed to get 

longer and longer. We didn’t appear to be making any 

inroads; an increasing amount of time was being spent on 

maintaining our ever-growing list of things to do. It was taking 

up so much time, in fact, that I was spending even less time 

working—trying to fill recruitment jobs and bill clients for 

the much-needed cash flow.

In addition, many things that needed to be done were not 

being done because we were working with systems designed 

for fifteen to twenty-plus people, and there were only three 

of us. It was a cumbersome and clunky situation, to say the 

least.

There was no talk of vision and values, style and standards, 

or expectations and effectiveness. And of course, there was no 

mention of benchmarks. There was little talk of frameworks 

or structures, and although we were looking at our website 

in a very rudimentary way, effectiveness, systemisation and 

efficiency were not our priorities.

All our focus was on what we were doing, or rather, not 

doing.

There was a raft of projects, such as websites and 

implementing better procedures or systems, but even then, 

nobody was checking that the systems we had in place would 

lead to the achievement of our vision, not even at some point 

in the future.

We didn’t even think to ask if we had the right people on 

the bus, or if in fact we knew where the bus was going. It was 

like being in the movie Speed, before Keanu Reeves got on.
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A turning point

By mid to late 2012, we’d managed to sublet most of our office 

space, at a reduced rate, to several different parties. Instead 

of $16,500 per month, our rent was down to approximately 

$6,000 per month. That provided us with a small office barely 

big enough for two loud people, plus a dedicated interview 

room. We would share the boardroom and kitchen.

We engaged my life coach as our business coach. Peter had 

done wonders for me personally, for which I’ll always be grateful.  

He had developed a strong plan on the personal front and we 

managed to clear a lot of the blockages that enabled me to start 

moving forward again, so I decided to see if he could do the 

same with the business.

This was the second time we had tried a business coach; 

our first business-coach experience had not been a success. 

At that time, we had come up with the core values of respect, 

resilience and responsibility, but looking back, I’m not sure that 

as a company we ever really got what that meant, although we 

were a step closer. So we had some clear-ish values (at least the 

words), but we still had no vision. We identified our business 

model as one that generated cash flow for the owners in the 

short term, and would build the business long term.

We had invested about $25,000 over six months without 

any noticeable change in revenue or profits, or even in our own 

behaviour, for that matter. In fact, we simply went backwards, in 

each area. We had to call it quits with that first coach, as we were 

going broke. This is not to say that it was the coach’s fault—maybe 
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we didn’t follow through on the action plans—but to be honest I 

can’t really recall any clear, sustainable action plan.

When we took on Peter as our second business coach, 

however, we began with a planning session, which focused 

on what we knew we needed to address. We identified the 

things we had to do, and assigned actions to each of us so we 

had some accountability. Great, finally an action plan. That 

was what we needed.

Our goals were simply financial, without giving any real 

thought to the sustainable processes behind them. It was all about 

survival. In our defence, I should point out that the recruitment 

business is tough and competitive. It’s a combative world, and 

you have to fight for the right to be given an opportunity or job, 

and then you may in fact still be competing with three to five or 

even more competitors, with only the winner getting paid.

This creates a mentality of us versus them, and not just with 

competitors. It can sometimes flow through to the candidates, 

since loyalty can get very low from time to time (I can’t blame 

them; they want a job, and now).

In accounting recruitment, we focused on the accounting 

profession. Generally, the recruiter would take on an 

assignment, work it contingently (no win, no fee), and rely on 

the fact that they would win a percentage that would make the 

losses acceptable. This strategy is okay in a buoyant market 

when there are lots of opportunities to share the spoils, but in 

tough times it’s not all smiles.

Peter, coach number two, had done a great job of helping 

me personally. In coaching terms, he helped me rediscover 
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my misplaced (lost) resources. He had helped me rebuild my 

confidence and made me see the bigger picture. He had helped 

me ‘get back at cause’ (believe that life was in my hands). I 

began to take positive action and start planning for outcomes, 

and I was now able to see alternatives and opportunities, and 

to look forward.

In short, he had helped me see that I always had choices 

and that my life was my responsibility to live. All good stuff, 

and all of it needed. Without Peter’s support, I don’t know 

where I’d be today and I am truly grateful for what he did for 

me. I pushed him to utilise the vast resources and tools he had 

developed over the prior twelve years, and he did an excellent 

job.

I even rediscovered my lost sense of humour, which had 

last been seen about two years before. However, I was still a 

long way from finding my business mojo. There was still a long 

journey ahead.

Starting again (for the second time)

As a result of my success with Peter, I decided to engage him to 

help us rebuild the business. I had discussed with my partner 

the fact that I wanted out. He was a minority shareholder, so 

I was looking for him to take full ownership of the business. It 

was a big step for him. In order for me to get out successfully, 

we needed to bring the business back to life.
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We had recently recruited a young guy with a hardnosed 

telesales background (we had avoided direct marketing in the 

past) who was enthusiastic, willing to learn and ready to go. 

He was also Gen Y. In short, he was everything we were not 

at this stage.

So let the business coaching begin.

We started looking at what needed to be done (sound 

familiar?) The action plan had given us projects, and we knew 

who was responsible for each one:

• Get the accounts in order

• Upgrade the CRM system (in fact, get a new one that 

worked in the cloud)

• Build a new website (of course it was our look that was wrong)

• Train the new guy (okay, this did need to be done)

There were a number of other projects, and the list seemed 

to get longer every month. Although our billings were barely 

keeping us afloat, the focus of our meetings was on the to-do 

list, which kept growing until it was out of control. We tried 

to imagine what a perfect business model looked like, and to 

be exactly like that ASAP. I seemed to spend more time on the 

to-do list for long-term pay-off projects than actually making 

any placements.

The challenge was that we needed the placements to help 

us get out of our immediate trouble. We needed money. Not just 

revenue—we needed money, and we needed it now. Without 
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money there would be no tomorrow, not for the business, 

anyway.

We’d allowed ourselves to miss the main point. We were in 

survival mode, and if we didn’t generate transactions now we 

weren’t going to make it.

I felt like we’d fallen into the same old trap for the second 

time, with a new coach. It wasn’t the coach’s fault. It was a little 

like being trapped in Groundhog Day. We were stuck thinking 

about what had to be done rather than deciding what we had to 

achieve that could or would make a difference.

By Easter 2013 we were at crisis point, still juggling cash flow, 

still negotiating with the tax office, and still not sure how to get out 

of the quagmire. We were going to sink if something didn’t change.

I had started my personal coaching journey at the end of 

February 2013, and boy, was there still a long way to go. So now I 

was juggling recruiting and rebuilding the recruitment business 

during the day, and my personal coaching journey and training 

at night. Talk about being under duress. There was no time for 

procrastination, but short-term overwhelm was becoming a 

regular occurrence. I just didn’t know why until much later.

At times I couldn’t see the wood for the trees. So where was 

this taking me?

A tale of two lives

At this point, things were dire for the recruitment business. 

Every bright spot seemed to be countered by a new challenge. 
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The economy was still unstable and our clients were very 

conservative; not a conducive environment for running a 

small recruitment company with way too many debts from 

past sins.

Although the personal-coaching side of things was green 

and growing, the recruitment business, well, that seemed more 

on the rotting side. I was taking every challenge personally,  

and getting more and more frustrated by the day. I was starting 

to resent clients, candidates and even my business partner, all 

the people in my life I needed to be grateful to.

It was now twelve months since I’d decided to leave the 

recruitment business and recruitment industry, and I was 

desperate to build the business into a saleable asset prior to 

departure. My business partner and I had formed an agreement 

mediated by Peter, our business coach, for the sale of the business 

the following June, which was still ten or more months off.

Three nights a week, I would go home after work to my 

wonderfully patient partner Melissa, have dinner, and head to 

the study for webinars and learning. I would see a client or two 

a week as well, and the pace was frantic. The more I enjoyed 

the coaching, the more I disliked recruitment.

Earlier, I’d negotiated three days a week in recruitment so 

I could start seeing some clients during the other two days. It 

also helped with the recruitment business’s cash flow. I’d found 

a couple of paying clients and had a good number of pro-bono 

clients to boot. I was deep in learning, saying ‘yes’ and working 

out how as I went along. I’d joined a networking group for my 

coaching business and was busy promoting that.
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In September, I completed three days of advanced-skills 

training in Melbourne to learn DiSC profiling. I returned to 

Brisbane for seven days, then went back to Melbourne for seven 

days of NLP/meta-dynamics for another coaching platform, and 

flew back to Brisbane for just three nights. After that jaunt, I 

flew to Sydney for five nights of intensive marketing training, 

and returned to Brisbane for just three. I then headed back 

to Melbourne for another five days’ training on workshop-

presentation skills before returning home to Brisbane.

Nineteen days of intensive training in just thirty-two days. 

What a buzz, what a challenge ... but my brain was fried at the 

end of it. I was exhilarated, but exhausted. I knew I couldn’t 

serve two masters, not well, anyway.

I wasn’t coping with burning the candle at both ends. I 

was growing and learning, coaching clients, and completing 

my commitment to the recruitment side of things, but I was so 

busy that I was not seeing friends, my time with Melissa was 

scarce and my head was all over the place. Something had to 

give and I knew exactly what it was.

I sat down with my business partner and agreed to an 

exit strategy that had me leaving the recruitment business on 

great terms immediately. I sold him the business for around 

33 percent of the price we had agreed on only a couple of 

months before. Even at such a discount, it was a win-win deal 

for both parties. I was free to commence my onward journey, 

and he was able to step into leading the recruitment business 

on the next stage of his own journey. The transition began 

straightaway.
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Off with the old and on with the new

I continued to pick up some clients on the coaching side—I had 

six core clients, from individuals through to executive work 

with a major national construction firm—and my coaching 

business was hitting the ground running.

In late November, I went back to Melbourne to complete 

E-DiSC, an extension of the earlier advanced-skills training, 

and by December, by adding the profiling I had billed eight 

clients in excess of $8,000 collectively. Finally the big picture 

was showing itself.

I loved what I was doing. I was busy implementing 

everything I learned as quickly as I learned it. I was enthusiastic, 

focused on clients, and giving generously. Clients were getting 

great benefits and providing great feedback. Things were going 

along well, or so it seemed.

When January rolled in, clients were down. But I’d sold 

a lot of EDiSC profiling in December, so the fall-off was to 

be expected. I’d been working on building a small-business-

specific business-planning platform. Most of Brisbane seemed 

to be on holidays anyway.

In February, I had a similar result, picking up very little 

new business.

In March, one of my clients departed. They said they had 

gained a lot from the coaching, but needed some time to 

implement what we’d be doing.

In April I undertook intensive training in meta-dynamics II, 

so I had a lot of study to complete. I was comfortable, however, 
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because as part of the payout from the recruitment business I 

was still receiving a full-time salary. No need to panic.

By May the lack of new clients was becoming a little 

concerning. I got some further work from the construction 

firm, but I hadn’t picked up much new work for several 

months. I’d freed myself from the recruitment side, started 

coaching and had a positive attitude. When networking, I was 

genuinely seeking opportunities to assist others. Why wasn’t I 

getting more business?

That’s when I realised that the problem wasn’t the 

recruitment business. It was much bigger than that. We all 

have our blind spots and I was starting to recognise some of my 

own. The challenges of the past were still haunting me; namely, 

an inconsistent workload and not implementing processes that 

would ensure a smooth flow of work and income.

I had a number of individual clients, a couple of small-

business clients, one client who was in transition from being a 

sole operator, and I was building on the corporate clients, but 

I still lacked clarity around where I was going. I could finally 

see that my quest for freedom, and my disregard for discipline 

and controls was exactly what had brought me to where I was.

The problem wasn’t what I thought it was. That was a 

symptom of a much larger problem.

So how did I end up here and what was the real problem?
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To many small-business owners, Kevin Gammie is their coach 

and mentor. He’s there to walk them through the hard yards 

of growing their business to create a profitable, successful 

and scalable asset they can one day sell. He is a growth 

specialist.

Kevin started his first small business in 1999. His earlier 

career, when he worked as an accountant, consulting salesman 

and state manager in Fortune 500 businesses, as well as for a 

number of smaller and mid-size organisations, established a 

broad-based knowledge of business and leadership that gave 

him an appreciation for all aspects of business.

Like many others, the GFC nearly wiped out his small 

business. With fifteen staff in the recruitment industry, the 

losses from 2009 to 2010 sent him reeling. That was when 

he recognised the need for a different approach; for real 

consulting support for small businesses in Australia.

At the time, consulting support was based on overseas 

examples that were generally based on models for big business. 

These programs were then repackaged and compressed to look 

like small-business propositions. This didn’t suit the economic 

climate, didn’t suit professional business owners and definitely 

did not suit the small-business model of an owner operating a 

business with a small team.
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That’s when Kevin had the lightbulb moment, and the seeds 

for Your Business Mojo were planted. Four years later, after 

the successful sale of that business, three years’ study into 

the coaching and mentoring mindset, and exploring a variety 

of models and methodologies, Your Business Mojo became a 

reality.

Through Your Business Mojo, Kevin has already helped 

grow hundreds of small businesses, many of which have gone 

on to exceed the expectations of their founders. These early 

adopters have created businesses that are bigger than they 

ever thought possible, and at the same time these business 

owners have often become more balanced in their approach 

to family, business and life.

Kevin lives in inner-city Brisbane and enjoys a range of 

activities, including his passion for assisting small businesses. 

This led to his creation of the Brisbane Small Business 

community, which boasts more than 2500 members since its 

inception less than two years ago and continues to grow.

If you’d like to contact Kevin visit

http://kevingammie.com




